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Judys Main 
Frustration 
Points

Judy doesn't want to regret 
anything after she buys it. 
That buyers remorse is the 
worst feeling for her and 

she wants to feel confident 
about what she bought

No Regrets

Again with regrets, Judy 
doesn’t want to regret 

buying anything, so 
something that is a good 

price and worth her money 
is a good option for her. 

Saving Money

Judy hates having to waste 
time while shopping to 

search reviews and product 
details, she wants to see 
something and know its 
worth her time to look at 

and see reviews 

Saving Time

Judy wants the quality of 
the product  to be worth 

the price for whatever 
she buys. Again she 
doesn't want to feel 

buyers remorse.

Product worth 
the  Price 



Idea #1

My first idea would be to create an app mainly just for scanning foods and viewing their 
top rated reviews: showing best star rated google reviews, youtube reviews, and the 
company website reviews. 
There would also be a coupons section to view coupons for that day in whatever store 
you’re in, you could search the store and barcode coupons come up. You can change your 
location too based of the grocery stores near you.
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Idea #2
My second idea would be more catered to comparing the prices of a product you 
could scan and seeing the price at one store before you go out. So you would use this 
before you go shopping. It can also be for dietary purposes, comparing other 
healthier alternative to the product and you can change your location too to find 
grocery stores closer to you for more accurate price comparisons
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Idea #3
FInally my third idea would be more about an emotional experience, where it 
would reduce your stress by selecting your mood while grocery shopping and it 
shows podcasts, music, and white noise to listen to while shopping to reduce 
stress and have a better mood.
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App design idea: I decided to combine idea #1 and #2 to have this be an app 
that you use before you go shopping - I’m not sure if I 
should add the shopping list option, I feel like it would be 
too much? and not sure if i should add a side filter button to 
help search results, like if you wanted to search something 
that was gluten free. 



App design idea: You would start searching either the specific product or the food topic and the reviews 
would pop up like screens 2-3 and you can look through all the reviews about the product 
like screen 3: then screens 4,5,and 6 are what the tabs would look like.
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